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How to Write a Story

Our lives are filled with tragedy. But far more amazing, we live out
our stories surrounded by an angelic host and a multitude of stories
that serve to put our lives in context and give meaning to our
heartaches… And it is in the midst of our tragedies that we will see
how the waters of suffering have cut our terrain and formed the
contours of our character. More than anything else, tragedies shape
our identity and our character.
- Dan Allender
The core of intimacy is sharing your trauma story.
- Bessel van der Kolk

To experience deep, heart-level change,
you must enter the particularity of your story
— or, to be more precise, your stories.
Because you have many. Your overarching life
story is composed of many individual stories
—scenes that may have lasted minutes or
even seconds, but that were filled with a
sense of shame, betrayal, powerlessness, or
heartbreak.
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Maya Angelou rightly says that “there is no
greater agony than bearing an untold story
inside you.” The dilemma is that if you dare to
tell the story, you may find yourself stepping
into storehouses of big feelings that have
been buried for years. To tell an untold story
is to suffer the experience of remembering.
Indeed, it can be difficult (and daunting) to
write out one of your stories. Following is one
way to attempt this worthwhile endeavor.
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Reflect on your childhood (ages 4-18) and
consider experiences from that time period
that were painful, harmful, or tragic. Write a
narrative of one of those experiences. A
narrative has setting, plot, and characters.
Try to describe the setting and characters,
rather than merely telling the plot of what
happened.
Aim to choose a story that sheds light on
one of the harder parts of your life. Your
story could be something major such as the
death of a parent, or perhaps something that
seems relatively insignificant like the
discomfort you felt around your uncle at
family gatherings. There is no “best” story to
choose.

The following questions may help you
choose what story you would like to write.
Who disappointed, wounded, or hurt
you?
How old were you and how long did it go
on?
How did you respond to the event?
Who did you talk to about it and what was
their response?

"Land the Plane"
(and other suggestions for writing your story)
© Lisa Fann, 2009

Land the Plane

Mind the Gap

We often tell our painful stories from a safe
distance, say, 30,000 feet. We are in a plane,
commenting on the terrain below. “There’s a
mountain. There’s a river. It curves and
makes a gorge and then tumbles over that
cliff.” Will you land the plane and walk around
on the ground? Identify the plants, look for
animal tracks, smell the wet dirt, listen to the
birds. Tell the story on the ground level.

As you look over your story, look for gaps in
time and for missing people. What have you
skipped over? Did you include details for one
part but use broad generalities to describe
another part? Are there major characters
who are conspicuously absent in your story?
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Use Your Senses
What do you feel? What do you see? What do
you hear? Wise writers keep in mind the
saying “Show, don’t tell.” Instead of telling
the reader it was a beautiful day, show
the reader by describing the sky, breeze, and
scent in the air. Do the same thing as you
write about emotions. Avoid words like angry
or sad. Try writing about where you feel it in
your body. What does grief feel like? Where
in your chest or stomach do you feel anger?
How does your face register shame?

Follow Strong
Emotion
Where do you feel tears coming to your eyes
as you write? Where do you feel disdain or
disgust for yourself as a child? Where do you
think, “I should have known better” or “It was
my fault”? Where do you feel the flame of
anger? Write more about the emotion then,
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as you experienced it, and now, as you write.
What did you do to survive? What vows did
you make to avoid future harm?

Embrace Complexity
Was your mother always wonderful and your
father always angry? Are you letting someone
off the hook because they “did the best they
could”? What was the impact of those people
who seemed to be on the sidelines of the
action in your story?

The past is the place we developed our deepest
convictions about ourselves, life and God. One
cannot enter another's past merely by hearing
the conclusions and convictions that resulted
from it, but by being invited into the story
itself. When one is permitted into this terrain,
the guest stands on holy ground.
- Dan Allender
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